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any countries in all parts of the world have been insti uti g national

pr g_ams n family or population plannin- in the past few years. Turkey

established such a program four years ago and significant progress has been

made in the in- e_- ening period of-time. Family o-

c ivity of ad

population planning is an

adult education is a major component to any population

laik_L-Iniogram. In this paper, the special problems for adult education

presented by population planning programs a e examined wjth particular attention

to the relationship between adult education and sch ol education in this field.

PROBLENE COON TO I,LANY ADULT EDUCATORS

Before considering the unique adult education.problems involved, attention

may well be given to the -:ays in which problems involved in population-planning

education are si ilar to those in other areas of con e__ to adult education. In

-the first place, population planning is national policy .in Turkey and in many

other-countries, and in- this aspect-is similar ta_policieS involving increase in--

agricultural production, improveme ater supply, transportation technical

skills, and health of the people. Matters of public policy such as those listed

above are promoted through the provision of technical personnel and services, and

development of understanding on the part of the people affe ted. Adult education

plays a part not only in helping individuals to come to understand the problem and

in developing Skills to.deal with their nrobl but also in facilitating the most

effe tive partnership between the technical personnel and resources provided by the

Government and the people concerned with ',he problem. This is also true for papilla-

tion planning. The government provides clinical serwe!es including contraceptives

and through various means of adult education the people are helped-to understand

-the population problem f themselves and. fOr _ 4 nation and are_educated_about



kdhe vc ious means by which they can plan for ation in the population.

Similarly, problems of social development of the type which are listed above

are usually assigned to one agency of the government but other agencies contribute

in various ways t_ the problems. For example, the problems of agricultIlral develop-

ment may be primarily the responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture but many

other governmental agencies are involved. In- popUlation planning this is also

true. Although the Ministry of Health has the primary responsibility, inter-

min stry cooper tion is necessary and such collaboration is specifically provided

for in Turkey and in most other countries. One sUch ministry which is usually

involved is that- of the Ministry of Education. Up to this point this has largely

meant that the adult education section of the Ministry of Education has been

called upon to A sist in th: attainment of the.objectives of population planning.

Tn some instances efforts are under way to extend the scope of action in Min.--
)

tries of Eolucatin-: to i-clude the formal education system. This will be disCu-sed

mOre fully later.

In a-related manner, the approach to social -development at-the_local level

has frequently been carried out through general community-development sche e_

specific projects may be the particular respontibility of or of special -concern

-to parLicular , '3.gencles of-the. go- erament but-.activities at _the localaevel are

geared.into -general community development programs. Adult education activities

an integral part of such community development programs and where population plan-

ning is an established national program and where community development is an

inportant approach to social development, adult education in population planning

will likely be one part of the total adult education program. For example,

Iran, the Literacy Corps staff members receive instruction in population planning

as a part of their training and include this area in their adult education work.
1

-Another illustration of the similarity in adult education activities in the

area of population planning other socialT development programs may be een



the use of the mass media. Mass media are employed to create awareness and to

encourage audiences to tak- additional steps which, may lead them to adopt a ncw

pattern of behavior. Aass media have proven to be, useful in this way for a

variety of effort- at social development. The 1 -el of content in such efforts

may vary depending on the project. In many areas of concern it is cle r that

the mass media is a beginning step and that the final steps have to be taken

a face-to-face setting.

In the field of population planning ma s media are being used extensively,

and the experience of spe ialists in mass media developed in other programs has

been brought to bear in the preparation of materials and in the devising of

appropriate means of dissemination in the new field.

A final illustration is the fact that adult education and the formal educa-

ti n system frequently engage in collabo ative wo k on problems of soci l concern.

For example, agri ultural development projects may be jointly promoted in the

schuol gardens as well as on the land of progressive farmers. Community health

education projects may be reinforced by appropriate school activities.

The manner in which these bohool activities complement the adult educat

pro rams depends in part on the nature of the programs:

1. In some instances such as in health and in certain agricultural

practices, the school program may encourage reluctant parents to partiei.pate in

such programs.

2. Certain skills such as home seie ce may be developed in school programs

which may not be fully utilized now but will be useful when the udents have

thei .own homes.

Basic orientations to change in certain areas of ersonal and soci

life may be developed which will make the current generation of youth more en-

able to new behavior patterns as adults.



The spe-ial opportunities and problems of complementary relationships -f adult

and -chool education will be discussed more fUlly below.

SPECIAL ADULT EDUCATION PROBLEMS
a

In the first place, changes in reproductive behavior Involves in some

measure change in behavior on the part of two parttcuLar people. The degree

to which both the husband and the wife need to be invloved on a continuing ba is

is in part related to the means _hich are used in ttheir population planning. For

the rhythm method to be most effective, both partners must have a high degree Of

understanding of the relationship between the menstrual cycle and conception. A.
a

wife may accept an IUD without her husband's knowledge but she is not likely to

take this step-without his consent. The use-of conventional contraceptives is

almost certain to require the acceptance of-both partners.

'At a more funeamental level, the matter of spac ng, of decision to have no

more children, and similar deci ions involves some -degree of congruence of the

points of view of the marriage partne s. The particular means to be adopted is

presumably a problem which is faced after having accepted the point of view that

births should be spaced and or limited in number. It is of course possible for

a dominant partner to i pose his deci ion on the other and in cultures where the

husband's authority over his wife not challenged his wife may comply with her

husbnd's wishes even though she may not share his point of view. And a wife who

feels strongly about not having children may find ways to achieve this goal

despite her husband's lack of concern. It is clear however that the most effective

approach te population planning should include joint acceptance of this family goal.

Given this feature of the problem, the adult education specialist is faced .

with a different kInd of problem than he has faced in many other areas of work.

Although adult education may be carried out as a group activity, the change i

behavior which is usually sought is that of an individual. And typically,

individuals are of a similar status group in the community. Men tend to be reac e



much more extensively and when fe ales are served in adult education activities

in the villages this would tend to be in relationship to t vior wnich

are generally vieed a- those in which females are engaged. There is limited

experience in approaching marriage partners as t e unit for the adat education

activity.

For population planning adult education activities usually occur in sexually

segregated groups even though the content of such activities may-be-quite similar.

Home visitors may be able to -mcet with both the husband and the wife but this is

not the typical pattern. This becomes a pa-ticulaFly import- _t problem since-

studies-have shown that husbands and wives in the developing societis do not

have_a tradition of talking together about sexual matters. And so there is no

as_-_ance that such discussions will occur-even though both partners have each

been:to meetings or have in other ways.been. encouraged to engage in population

planning.

A second major problem is the difficulty.which adult educators have in-deal-

ing with an area of experience whieh has been traditionally considered- a-highly

personal- ma ter, it should-be pointed mit that this is_not a problem which is:-

restricted to-.developing: oUntries. Educators-have traditionally dealt 10-h

content in which the affective content is limited and in which they feel no

embarrass ent in dealing with the content.

In order to deal with the r ticence, education specialists in the population

ning field in some countries rceive special training which helps them over-

coie this problem. Such special training is not normally a part of uhe prepara-

tion of the general adult educator and he frequently reluctant to engage in

work in this field.

A third problem is the relationshIp between content -f adult education pro-

grams and the nature of the change in behavior which is expected of those who are

reached. In many of the programs which adult educators develop, the types of



-rails and competences which are goals of the programs can be specified quite

clearly and the means for developing Lal se skills and competences can also be

noted and special assistance given when needed.

Ia the field of population planning, a different set of problems is faced

by the adult educator. He may assume as a minimurn goal that the adults ought to

have a basic underst- &mg of the process of human. reproduction. Or he may

assume that they should be thoroughly familiar with the various means of con' a-

ceptives in order to make prudent choices. He may assume also that they

to appreciate the-significance of family size for the quality of life of the

family and of the relevance of population dynamic ifor .,11.e social and economic

development of ones country. If such educational goals are seen as necessary

for the successful development of population planning) the adult .educator has a

f ane ork within which to build his curriculum anck to devise his teaching and

learning strategies.

Ho-eve there is at present ne body of evidence which would lead the adult

educator to feel ce_tain of any of the assumptions given above.. It seems evident

that many wo en are prepared to respond to the _authority_of thedoctor

_field as in many others .e.g having decided-that-spacing-or limitation of family-.

size is good, thcy not see any need for any higher level of understanding

than they require concerning in ections for small-pox. Or they may feel that

they do not need to know anything more than they know when the doctor gives them

a prescription which involves their taking medication in, a certain fashion.

Tnere is a similar educational problem concerning population dynamics . Popula-

tion planning may well have been adopted as a matter of public policy both as a

health measure to deal with the high rates of abortion or infant or maternal

mortality, and as a means to facilitate the more rapid social and economic develo

ment.. Does it necessarily follow that the content of adult education_programs

should focus on these factors? Is there any reason to believe that a particular

amily will idecide -t6 limit the number of chi dren. which they have in response-
_
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to an appeal based on national welfare and advancement?

With these guestions in mind, what is the role of the adult edue ors If

the problem is essentially one of changing the norms of society so that married

couples -will want only a small family and if holding these norms does not

n cessarily involve a high level of sop isticatio- concerning human reproduction

or national population problems

nece sary or de _rable?

The adult education task is important for a number of rea ons. In the fi st

place, adult educators are committed ,o the concept of a rational basis for

changing attitudes and behavior. The problem of the relationship between knoul-

the involvement of the adult educator

edge and human conduct is a persistent one for all educators and particularly

for adult educators. When a change in agricultural methods being sought

is clear that changes in attitudes are involved as well as the development of new

skills. The bias of the educator is in favor of a knowledge base for the new

attitudes His credibility as an educator is at stake if he finds himself

associated'with a program in whi h a ±elevant level of understanding and

competen e is not involved. es not want to be a.propagandi t.

ondly, a time pe spective is needed. The nature of population dynamics

is such that effects of even a major change in the b rth rate will not be felt

for a long period of time. The individual family may not always be able to

assess for it elf the consequences of having limited its size. Therefore, the

perspective which education can provide may be of great value when population

p anning programs run into difficulties.

The third reason is that all of the current means of contraceptives avail-

, _

able frequently present very many problems both for the i_dividual users and for

those who are administering national programs. The two most widely used con ra-

ceptives in mass programs are the_pill and the IUD and both of these have been

developed and emplc d for only a few year- means Of contraceptIves are

continually being developed. The acceptance and diffusion of new co raceptives



will be greatly facilitated if a basic educational approach has been built into

the current programs which are based on available contraceptives.

ADULT EDUCATION AND SCHOOL EDUCATION

At a number of places in the analYsis of the role of the adult edur.ator

presented above, reference has been made to the 7elationship between adult edu-

cation- and education in the formal education. system. It is important to give

more direct attention to this problem-since a number of countries are beginning-

to give inc eased attention to population education in the formal education-system

and as this develops the adult educator will find himself facing a somewhat diffe -

ent set of problems. In order to -underst- d this development- it is necessary to-

consider the various ways in which the formal education system is now approaching

the field of population planning in various countries.

Attention to population edu ation in the school sy tems has been developing

for several reasons. In the first place, the solution to reduction in tie rate

of growth of the population in a country is a long term process and cannot be

solved by a massive campaign among the current ge eration of adults as has been

approximated in some public health programs such as malaria control or eradication

of yaws. Conception is not a disease to be eradicated. Each generation faces

anew the problem of age of marriage spacing of children, and size of families.

Educational efforts which successfully reach the young people in the pre-married

state will facilitate the work of the adult educator working with the yo g o

older married couples. If small family norms en be developed among the young,

the chances are substant ally improved that the adult education tasks will be

pier and more easily attained.

In addition, many population planning programs employ in various ways mass

media in:order to reach adults_. Such mass media_are by definitiorkli itekin_the-

degree to which they c eieetive in those who will be reached by such

activities. Young people are being exposed to communications concerning pbpulä-



tion planning through the mass media efforts uch national programs arid are

increasin ly faced with new points of view in the press, cinema d other

general media Given this as a fact of life, the educators in the formal school

sy tem can no longer ign or by-pass this area. To do so is to leave importan

education _n this area to chance to less desirable and cont oiled m ans. In

India, Tunis, Korea, Iran) and other countries, the Ministries of Education are

building programs in their school systems. These programs vary somewhat in their

emphasis and will-be modified as they gain -mo e-experience.

do-not have strong central-ministries of edueatiOn;-such- as the..United:Statea,

In CO ie which

Canada and the United Kingdom many individual schoOl syste s are beginning to

develop programs.

It is evident to all that an ill conceived and has ily deve oped program

the schools would not only not be of benefit to yo g people but might also en-

Hdanger the acceptability of the major and prority program with adults. Some

educators have been so concerned about the negative potential of sUch a p:agram

that they have been reluctant-to embark on such a program.- However, to take this _-

stance does: not mean:that the:problem will go away or that young people will for-

get that thpy have legitimate concerns. -As noted above, not t- take action 3S in _

fact to take action in a negative way-. Not to take action means that young people

wIll be seeking for information and interpretation from-other_ sources.

In Turkey, teachers have received a general-letter from the Mi.nistry o

Education inaic ting :why the government_has embarked on the ponulation planning

program and have received further do uments from the Ministry of Health to help

them to understand the national-program. -up to this point, however, the Minist

of Education has not revised the curriculum of the chool syst noted earlier

such revisions require careful

Before any curriculum revi be implemented ,Vith:_sucCess the _teachers -

_

need to understand the reasons for the changes-
_

e the training to institutè
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c---h changes. For this reason, both pre-service and in-service education of the

teachers is a first step. As noted above, some effort has been made at the in-

ice education of teachers but it would

pre-service educational programs of teachers should be given high priority in

Turkey as is in other countlies.

The details of the curriculum for the training of teachers and perhaps for

portant at this stage that the

the school system is a matter to be worked out by the educators in each count y.

BasIc values concerning family life, religious beliefE, and relationships between

men and women as they are f-und -in a particular country and-as they are_expres_ ed

in the education system would of course:serve as a framework within which such

curriculum.changes would be developed. This Is i 'essence a peãaogIcal problem

which can be tackled as other such problems a e by:educational specialists in the'

coun ry concerned. Pilot projects may heed to be developed to test out various

.

app-1- aches to the problem.

The adult educator's e in this problem i a very real one. If ale formal

education system ignores this area of Instruction, the adult educator has to begin

at the beginning. 1f-the formal education system has laid a good foundation, then

the adult education task is a more man geable one. The task of the adult educator(

is at pest a difficult one since he ha- to work with those who have dropped out of

scho-1 at an early level and to provide those types of educational experiences for

those who have att ined.higher levels of education which are appropriate for adults

and not for school students.

Since the area oi population 'planning is basically a problem for adult

would:seem logical thet the adult educators in a particular country such as
fi

Turkey =ouldbe wise to take the initiative in working out w th their colleagues .

n other sectors of the Ministry of Education the appropriate division of labor

between them and the teache s in the formal education system. This might take a,

different form for the academic schools and the vocational schools for urban;



schools whe-e the op-out rate ma:.: be r latively low as against the r

schools where relatively fe ,tuden r y reach the Orta or Lycee level.

event it is clear that the problem of ducation in this area is of

ii

sufficient i portance to warrant c=sidered action in which not only the adult

education sections but also other sL tions of the Mi i try of Ed= tdon n ed to

work out a plan for action which will co-tribute to the attainment of the national

goals in this field of endeavor as well as in many ers.


